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the circus of dr lao wikipedia - a circus owned by a chinese man named dr lao pulls into town one day carrying legendary
creatures from all areas of mythology and legend among them a sea serpent apollonius of tyana who tells dark yet always
truthful fortunes a medusa and a satyr through interactions with the circus the locals attain various enigmatic peak
experiences appropriate to each one s particular personality, 7 faces of dr lao wikipedia - 7 faces of dr lao is a 1964
american metrocolor fantasy comedy film directed by george pal and starring tony randall it is an adaptation of the 1935
fantasy novel the circus of dr lao by charles g finney it details the visit of a magical circus to a small town in the southwest
united states and the effects that visit has on the people of the town the novel was adapted by charles beaumont, the
circus of dr lao the satellite of love ric size - the mysterious dr lao travels on a jackass carrying only himself a fish bowl
with a baby catfish dr lao visits the town newspaper to advertise his 2 day circus to be held at the edge of town the conflict
of the story starts with local tycoon clinton stark arthur o connell pitching the townspeople the idea of their land being
worthless, 7 faces of dr lao 1964 imdb - the greater crisis however lies in the townsfolk s own humanity and the balance of
our story follows dr lao and his circus as they transform that crisis into a better understanding at the heart of the town s
battle to survive is the personal conflict pitting newsman ed cunningham john ericson against town shyster clinton stark
arthur o connell, 7 faces of dr lao 1964 7 faces of dr lao 1964 - dr lao is an ancient chinese magician who arrives in a
small town of albalone the town folk are on hard times and a villainous character mr starks arthur o connell is deceiving
them in a effort to buy their homes if he succeeds he will own the town outright to use for his own hidden agenda, 7 faces of
dr lao 1964 filmexicon - wealthy rancher clinton stark arthur o connell has inside information that a railroad is coming to
town and plans to buy the entire township while the land is cheap after doing some research cunningham visits the circus
site and confronts lao with the fact that lao s alleged hometown vanished centuries before, amazon com 7 faces of dr lao
vhs tony randall - tony randall in the role of dr lao portrays combinations of behavior of comedy wisdom common sense
and fantasy in 7 multiple faces each character has a hidden meaning of value for life which any viewer of any age can
understand the circus is quite a tent to enter performed by a chinese impresario dr lao the production of each fantasy was, 7
faces of dr lao alchetron the free social encyclopedia - 7 faces of dr lao is a metrocolor 1964 film adaptation of the 1935
fantasy novel the circus of dr lao by charles g finney it details the visit of a magical circus to a small town in the southwest
united states and the effects that visit has on the people of the town, seven faces of dr lao 1964 rotten tomatoes audience reviews for seven faces of dr lao part western part fantasy this is the story of a strange chinese man played by
tony randall who drops in on a small town with his odd little circus of dr lao arthur o connell plays a money grubbing bastard
who wants everyone to sell him their property so he can benefit from a railroad coming, 7 faces of dr lao 1964 silver
scenes a blog for - 7 faces of dr lao is a simple film at moments childish that is often overlooked by adults but beneath its
garb of innocence it offers a philosophical tale of self reflection that makes it well worth watching we could all do with a visit
to dr lao s circus of marvels, dvd savant review 7 faces of dr lao - only later did i discover that 7 faces of dr lao is a gelded
family safe adaption of a weird sardonically disturbing novel the circus of dr lao the mysterious dr lao randall comes to the
dusty arizona town of abalone with his tiny circus of wonders he places an ad in the paper promising a fantastic
supernatural experience, o connell dr charles kitchener ontario tuugo me - o connell dr charles 900 king st w suite 2
kitchener ontario 5197426111 doctor doctors health care health services medical centres surgeons biografie von arthur o
connell der themenschwerpunkt liegt auf oscar roman sowie regisseurs basiert auf dem roman doktor laos gro er zirkus the
circus of dr lao von charles, 7 faces of dr lao asahi net - before answering this question firstly i have to explain the story of
this charming movie the story begins with the scene where a very very old chinaman named dr lao played by tony randall
comes to a local town riding on a mule and puts up a circus tent and announces his intention to show circus performances
to the towners, the tuesday film 7 faces of dr lao bbc one london 28 - starring tony randall with arthur o connell barbara
eden john ericson the amazing dr lao rides into the desert town of abilone astride a yellow mule with a fishbowl tied to his
saddle he has come to town to announce the opening of his circus, 7 faces of dr lao film 1964 worldcat org - get this from
a library 7 faces of dr lao tony randall barbara eden arthur o connell george pal charles beaumont charles g finney metro
goldwyn mayer mgm ua home video firm an elderly chinese gentleman a man of a thousand disguises brings his magical
mystical circus to the western desert town of abalone enchanting fantasy
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